Luxembourg is not only a field of banks!

“The small landlocked nation of Luxembourg is bordered by France, Germany, and Belgium, and while it is mostly known for its tax breaks for big companies, the tiny country has many perks to offer.”

Luxembourg has a stable political landscape

Location, location, location
Located in the heart of Western Europe, Luxembourg offers easy access to every big and small city around.

Luxembourg City is like no other
While it doesn't have the most creative name, the country's capital is a superb example of the juxtaposition between the old and the new as well as natural and man-made.

Different cultures to experience
Of Luxembourg's population, which stood at 562,958 at the start of 2015, almost 46% are foreigners.

Parlez-vous Français? Or do you prefer English?
Most Luxembourgish people are multilingual, speaking Luxembourgish, German, French, and English, ...

A true power center of Europe
The small nation is, along with Brussels and Strasbourg, a power center of the European Union's institutions.”
- At the heart of Europe’s internet golden circle
- Founding member of the European Union
- One of the 2 AAA countries in Europe
- Commercial neutrality as a clear advantage
- Access to 60% of EU GDP in less than one hour’s flight
- One of the Lowest Electricity Price
- The lowest Total Tax Rates in Europe
- Awesome infrastructures
- Agile country to adapt the law for disruptive technology
Keep your offices connected at all times with a reliable, scalable, and secure international network infrastructure.

In addition to its pan-European reach, the TLPO network has extensive links to US, middle East and the Asia Region.

Run your global business operations from Luxembourg, Telecom Luxembourg interconnect you worldwide!
LUXEMBOURG, THE BEST LOCATION FOR FINTECH
- Historical Security developed for financial sector
- Intellectual Property Law
- Electronic archiving Law – July 2015
- Data center Data Protection Law
- 7 Tier IV Datacenter IN LUXEMBOURG (as many as in US, There is 2 in Switzerland)
The complete law about Cryptography:

Art. 3. De l’usage de la cryptographie

L’usage des techniques de cryptographie est libre.

Cryptography is the best protection against spying.

In Luxembourg you can encrypt, as you want with the level of encryption you want without giving the key to anyone.

The data privacy & Security are the priorities!
On a way on the risk management of digital security, The OCDE confirms the « Cybersecurité II » strategy of the Luxembourg Government, which associates for several years, behavioral, organizational and technical aspects. The user awareness is one of the most important pillars.
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Le Luxembourg a été un des premiers pays européens à avoir adopté une approche holistique en matière de sécurité de l’information. »
Etienne Schneider, Ministre de l’économie
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